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Oxley’s have been producing fine quality cast aluminium furniture from their factory in 

England since 1991 and have always believed in trying to manufacture the best outdoor 

furniture in as sustainable way as possible. 

Aluminium is one of the world’s most recycled manufacturing materials. From drink cans to 

car alloy wheels and aeroplane parts, so many manufactured items are made of aluminium. 

The aluminium from all of these manufactured items is recyclable. Oxley’s components 

come from foundries where this recycled aluminium is graded, mixed and calibrated into the 

correct aluminium alloy for them to make their exceptionally strong and durable furniture. 

The components come from foundries where only the highest grade recycled aluminium 

alloys are used in the process of manufacture. Oxley’s specialise in final construction and 

finishing, thereby being able to guarantee exceptional quality.

Oxley’s make outdoor furniture resilient to environmental conditions around the world.

Where aluminium is properly treated it does not rust. It is far lighter than iron so chairs and 

tables can easily be moved but is heavy enough to withstand strong winds across balconies 

and decks. Most importantly it requires no maintenance to keep it looking good. Solid cast 

aluminium is the perfect material for all-weather furniture.

Furniture made to last generations.

WELCOME TO THE VERY BEST 
IN OUTDOOR FURNITURE

OXLEY’S FURNITURE  
AOTEAROA NEW ZEALAND
Kia ora 

We have selected two designs from the Oxley’s range to stock and sell here in New Zealand. 

We offer a choice of four colours of furniture, each with a selection of four different outdoor 

cushion colours. Visit our website www.oxleysfurniture.co.nz to view the current collection.

Other designs and colours from the full Oxley’s range can also be ordered through Oxley’s 

Furniture NZ. For information on the full Oxley’s range see www.oxleys.com
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LINEN

FURNITURE COLOURS
High grade architectural polyester powder finishes are applied to our furniture 

electrostatically and cured in high temperature ovens.

Our specialist colour Antique Gold, goes through a further hand finishing process that gives 

a unique and rich patina.

ANTHRACITE

ANTIQUE GOLDSAND DUNE
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Fabric Colours

CUSHION FABRICS
All the cushion covers are made from solution dyed acrylic fabric produced by the world’s 

best fabric houses. The cushions are comfortable and shower proof, whilst withstanding 

the effects of fading from UV light, mildew, chlorine and atmospheric chemicals. The fabrics 

provide an exceptional combination of functional strength, durability and resilience. This 

ensures quality and longevity for years to come.

Wherever Oxley’s furniture is placed you can be sure that it complements the stunning 

and dramatic scenery of Aotearoa New Zealand. It looks perfectly at home on your deck,  

beside your spa or pool, on a balcony or in your dining area. 

Timelessly elegant furniture to reflect our beautiful country, the complete indoor-outdoor 

solution.

SAVANE CANVAS SAVANE STORM BENGALI RED BENGALI CAPRI BLUE
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SIENNA RANGE

Dining Chair
90(h) x 50(w) x 65(d)

Seat height with cushion: 52  
without cushion: 47

10kg

Armchair
90(h) x 55(w) x 65(d)

Seat height with cushion: 52 
without cushion: 47

11kg

750 Pedestal Table
Seats 2

74(h) x 75(d)

14kg

1100 Table
Seats 4

76(h) x 110(d)

20kg

900 Table
Seats 4

76(h) x 90(l) x 90(w)

20kg

2140 Table
Seats 6/8

76(h) x 214(l) x 112(w)

65kg

Lounge Chair
91(h) x 72(w) x 90(d)

Seat height with cushion: 48  
without cushion: N/A

18kg

Double Sofa
91(h) x 138(w) X 90(d)

Seat height with cushion: 48  
without cushion: N/A

32kg

Triple Sofa 
91(h) x 203(w) x 90(d)

Seat height with cushion: 48  
without cushion: N/A

54kg

Ottoman
40(h) x 72(w) x 57(d)

14kg

Lounger
75(h) x 192(l) x 80(w)

29kg

Coffee Table
46(h) x 90(l) x 90(w)

14kg

All measurements in cm
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ARTEMIS RANGE

Armchair
83(h) x 54(w) x 59(d)

Seat height with cushion: 48  
without cushion: 42

10kg

750 Pedestal Table
Seats 2

75(h) x 75(l) x 75(w)

20kg

1160 Table
Seats 4-6

75(h) x 116(d)

49kg

1750 Table
Seats 6

75(h) x 175(l) x 115(w)

53kg

2300 Table
Seats 8

75(h) x 230(l) x 115(w)

66kg

Lounger 
87(h) x 200(l) x 80(w)

29kg

Coffee Table
41(h) x 50(l) x 50(w)

9kg

All measurements in cm
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Oxley’s furniture is made of a combination of high grade aluminium castings and 

profiles.

For the castings the molten metal is poured into sand moulds which have been 

shaped to form the original hand carved design. The metal cools in its own time 

and the sand mould is then broken (each mould can only be used once) to  

extract the new casting.

Each casting is then worked by hand until it is ready to be welded to another 

casting or profile. The profiles can be formed to create different frame shapes. 

Each item of furniture is thus built up slowly using many individual pieces until 

finally it is complete. It then goes through the blast process where it is pelted at 

enormous velocity with manganese shot to remove any rough edges and create a 

physical key for the paint process. A chemical primer is applied and then the final 

colour. These last two stages are done in high temperature ovens. Each item is 

therefore unique.

The quality of aluminium furniture you buy depends entirely on the amount of 

material that is used in the manufacture of the castings and the time and care 

taken to prepare it before painting.  

Done the Oxley’s way, it will last generations.

PRODUCTION

BUY BACK PROMISE
Oxley’s Furniture NZ are confident that your furniture will last a lifetime. We realise 

however that sometimes your needs change. You might move house, your whanau 

may grow or shrink, you might buy that city apartment, lifestyle block or coastal 

bach. So, if you find that your furniture no longer meets your needs we will buy it 

back in exchange for something that complements your changing lifestyle. We will 

give you up to 50% of your net purchase cost back against new Oxley’s furniture. 

Terms and conditions apply - please see our website for details.

You will never regret investing in Oxley’s furniture.

Kaiwaka  New Zealand

tel: 021 175 8215 / 09 425 9845    team@oxleysfurniture.co.nz    www.oxleysfurniture.co.nz
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www.oxleysfurniture.co.nz


